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FINDING
BREAD

CREDITS: CHAYANIKA SARMA

Eradicating extreme poverty for all people everywhere by 2030 is a pivotal goal
of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. More than 800 million
people in India are considered poor. Most of them live in the countryside and
keep afloat with odd jobs. The lack of employment which provides a livable
wage in rural areas is driving many Indians into rapidly growing metropolitan
areas such as Bombay, Delhi, Bangalore or Calcutta. There, most of them
expect a life of poverty and despair in the mega-slums, made up of millions of
corrugated ironworks, without sufficient drinking water supply, without
garbage disposal and in many cases without electricity. Poor hygiene conditions
are the cause of diseases such as cholera, typhus and dysentery, in which
especially children suffer and die.
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SAY NO
TO
POVERTY

C R E D I T S :  G O W D A  T A N U J A  G A N E S H

C H I L D R E N  A R E  S U P P O S E D  T O  D O  H O M E W O R K ,  N O T  T O
T H I N K  A B O U T  F O O D  O N  T H E I R  P L A T E S .
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Poverty is described as a state in which
an individual or family does not have
enough money to meet their
fundamental needs. Poor individuals
lack appropriate money; they cannot
afford housing, health care, or
education, all of which are necessary
for basic survival. Poverty can thus be
defined as a lack of money or, more
broadly, as impediments to daily
human living.

In the picture, we can understand that
they lack basic necessities by seeing
their clothes, and faces.

The main causes are unemployment,
illiteracy, population growth, and lack
of sufficient education and training.
People are unable to earn a living
because they are unable to find jobs for
themselves. As a result, they do not
have access to basic education, health
care, safe drinking water, or sanitation
due to which they start earning by
doing work on construction sites, or
working in other houses. Etc. Because
they are unable to feed their children
and families. To feed their children
and keep family happy, they have to
take up different roles. Even small
children take up work to support their
family in financial condition.

C R E D I T S :  G O W D A  T A N U J A  G A N E S H
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NO   HUNGER
NO   HUNGER

02SDG

CREDITS: ISHITA ROY 
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One of the SDGs is Zero Hunger, which is the 2nd goal
as per listed by the UN.
There have been numerous efforts and initiatives thus far
to combat the curse of hunger and one such initiative has
been taken up by an NGO named, The Robin Hood
Army.
The Robin Hood Army is a volunteer-based, zero-funds
organization that works to get surplus food from
restaurants and the community to serve less fortunate
people.
I've been associated with the Robin Hood Army, short for
RHA since the pandemic of 2020. Sharing a goal for Zero
Hunger, we've so far fed thousands of hungry citizens
across not just the country but around the world as well.
Hunger and its curse couldn't have been more threatening
during and after the pandemic. The real plight of people is
that even though there's enough food produced to be
eventually thrown away, yet, it fails to fill millions of
stomachs on a regular basis.
This issue needs more action to attain its ultimate goal,
which definitely isn't easy to achieve. But the least we all
can do is to at least try our hardest not to waste surplus
food and feed the hungry instead so that no one has to
sleep with an empty stomach every night.
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Q U A L I T Y
E D U C A T I O N

Q U A L I T Y
E D U C A T I O N

What is the most powerful
tool which has the potential to
alter and make changes in the
entire process of a nation?
Which can create maximum
impact to maximum people? 
Its education, the tool which
can alter the thought process
of millions without any
bloodshed. We always
underestimate the power that
the education posses, the
power of information where
one understands that they can
do more things is a game
changing tool between
winners and losers because
information gives us the
agency to strive for our
dreams to achieve it which is
nothing short of a miracle
experience. 

Credits : Adarsh K.
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Unbiased
Education

04SDG

CREDITS: JESVIN JOSEPH 

"Education is
the most
powerful

weapon which
you can use to

change the
world."

Nelson Mandela
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A good education is both a human right and a public good. Governments and other
public authorities should ensure that a high-quality education is free for all citizens,
from infancy to adulthood. The school is very committed to provide education for the
students. The school is very innovative and exciting, providing all students with a
wide range of opportunities and courses. An exceptional school that encourages
academic excellence and encourages all students to reach their full potential. It is a very
successful school with a long history of academic excellence. The basis for societal
equity is high-quality education. Education allows a person to be self-sufficient and
earn money in a variety of ways. The outside world requires 
a degree in addition to practical experience. 
Without an education, it is impossible to land a 
good job or to be in a position where one can do 
something creative and earn a living. Quality
education allows people to develop all of their 
characteristics and skills in order to reach their full 
potential as human beings and members of society.
One of the most fundamental public services is 
high-quality education.

CREDITS: JESVIN JOSEPH 
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When all genders enjoy an equal set of rights, responsibilities, and opportunities, it is
gender equality. Gender inequality has an impact on men, women, transgender and
genderqueer individuals, kids, families, and children. It affects people of all ages and
socio-economic groups.
The goal for sustainable development 5 talks about empowering everyone and
achieving gender equality. In addition to being a fundamental human right, gender
equality is also a necessity for a world that is stable, successful, and sustainable. Over the
past few decades, there has been development.
Only when men and women are given equal opportunity can a country advance and
see higher development growth. We should be aware of the difficulties that persons of
various gender identities face and work to advance equality for all.

05SDG
G E N D E R
E Q U A L I T Y
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The oceans are one of Earth's most
valuable gifts to humans, beautiful and
valuable ecosystems teeming with life that
provide everything from fresh food to jobs
for millions who would otherwise be
unemployed. The oceans are like a wilting
flower that has been beaten down over
time and is now shedding its very last
petals. Marine life conservation is one
method for saving some of those petals.
This type of conservation works to protect
marine species and the aquatic habitats in
which they live. This essay will discuss
what marine life conservation is all about,
what will happen if no action is taken to
save the oceans, and possible solutions to
the problem of pollution in the ocean.
Pollution is constantly being pumped out
into these large bodies of water, and every
day thousands of animals die from it.
Whether a turtle is strangled by the plastic
rings that formally joined together bottles
of soda or inhales the sewage dumped into
its home, it has the same effect. Marine life
dies.

Life below water

14SDG
C R E D I T S : P O U S A L I  S I N H A       
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In India, potholed roads are becoming
practically unavoidable. In fact, drivers'
instinct to swerve through lanes to avoid
potholes has become second nature, which
alarms surrounding vehicles as well.
Naturally, widespread corruption and
blatantly substandard road construction are
major contributors to this. Although a
sizable amount of money is given for roads
each year, it often seems like no road in the
nation can last longer than six months. Fair
enough, not every road in India has craters
and potholes. Both good and bad roads
exist, however the ratio favours the latter.
The majority of the time, poor foundations
cause roads to crumble. And it is the
aggregates that the asphalt is supported
upon. Aggregates are often completely
ignored or used insufficiently during
construction because of the speed of the
process. The top layer degrades more
quickly as a result, and when water
stagnates, corrosion occurs even more
swiftly. India has the second-largest road
network in the world, and it is rapidly
increasing its highway system. As a result,
there appears to have been a decline in
quality as opposed to quantity.

Credits : KATTHETH JIBIN THANKACHAN 

      INNOVAT ION  
AND

INFRASTRUCTURE
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Sustainable cities, also referred to as
"eco" cities, are urban areas created with
the least amount of negative impact on
the environment in mind. The
economic, social, cultural, and
environmental well-being of the present
and future generations are all part of a
sustainable city. It is important to
transform the way we build and manage
our urban spaces. It is not only
improving the planning of the cities but
there are several factors which are
included in it. I believe building a
sustainable community requires time
and effort not only from higher
authorities but the people who live
within the society must equally
contribute. A sustainable community
can be built by empowering the women
and encouraging their participation in
the social, economic and political life of
a city unemployment has been a major
concern in most cities as many people
graduate every year from universities
and the jobs available are less.

We can see a lot of people shifting to
cities as the push factors force them
out of rural areas and pull factors give
them hope of finding jobs and having
a better standard of living. Sustainable
communities are diverse and
inclusive. They integrate all aspects of
society and all social classes including
the weak and vulnerable into their
services, markets, and progress. They
can continue to remain productive
and create local employment
opportunities. Having a green
environment makes outer space
peaceful and calm. Many people have
started adopting the method of green
building which is environmentally-
conscious construction where they
not only protect valuable natural
resources but also raise the standard of
living. 

Act
Think

R E S PON S I B L E

S U S TA I NAB L E

Credits : Joicy Olvita Pinto 11SDG

Sustainable Cities
and Communities
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By Angela elizabeth biju 

PATH OF LIFE

We must choose a path in life throughout our
lives. This is the most difficult decision we can
make because it determines our future, and
making the wrong one can lead to poverty or
sadness for the rest of our lives. At the end of the
twentieth century, humanity is participating in an
unprecedented experiment. Men are evolving into
a more urban species. Cities are increasingly
becoming our primary habitat.

Cities will determine man's fate in the early twenty-first
century. The nature of the biosphere will be determined by
the functioning of the first-century cities. Without
sustainable cities, there will be no sustainable world.
Humanity is conducting unprecedented experiments at the
end of the twentieth century. It seems impossible for us to
make a world of cities viable, environmentally, socially, and
economically. The earth is unlikely to accommodate an
urbanized humanity that routinely draws resources from
distant hinterlands or routinely uses the biosphere. An
answer to the question of whether cities can transform
themselves into self-regulating systems is critical to the
future well-being of humanity.

11SDG
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A country, city, or other area's infrastructure is the collection
of facilities and systems that provides the services and facilities
required for the operation of its economy, households, and
businesses. Public and private physical structures including
highways, railroads, bridges, tunnels, water supplies, sewage
systems, electrical grids, and telephones are all considered to be
part of the infrastructure (including Internet connectivity and
broadband access). General definitions of infrastructure include
"the physical components of interconnected systems delivering
commodities and services required to enable, sustain, or
enhance societal living conditions" and "the maintenance of
the physical environment."

INFRASTRUCTURE –
THE HEART OF EVERY
CITY
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LIFE ON LAND
H A R I S H  K U M A R  S .

Biodiversity is critical for
the survival of the natural
system. Most noticeably,
many plant and animal
species are mutually
dependent.
As a result, if one of them
becomes extinct, the others
will become endangered as
well. It is also vital for
people because our life is
dependent on plants and
animals. 

For example, humans require
food to thrive, which we
obtain from plants. We
cannot cultivate crops if the
planet does not provide us
with a good climate. As a
result, we will no longer be
able to survive on this planet.
We must use a variety of
interventions to halt the
decline in species
endangerment.

Furthermore, vehicular
pollution should be
reduced. So that animals
may breathe fresh air.
Furthermore, it will
reduce global warming,
which is a key to species
extinction.

11SDG
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I s  l i f e  o n  e a r t h  b e t t e r  t h a n  l i f e l e s s
e a r t h ?

ON THE  STREET

As the quote says, if you want to
see the rainbow, you have to put
up with the rain. So is life on earth
which must be sustained as its
importance can drive us to better
understand humans. Life is either
an adventure or a spirit that lets us
live with betterment. So, we
understand the benefits of where
anything that has a life can help
develop us. The more we look
into our lives the more we
understand there’s a lot to cherish.

15SDG

L I F E
ON

LAND

Credits: Arun K.
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T R A V E L

Credits: Joicy Olvita Pinto        

“Wherever you go becomes a part of you somehow.”
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THE
BUCKET
LIST
B y  J o i c y  O l v i t a  P i n t o

I feel travelling is an amazing way to
learn new things. It is an opportunity
to explore new things and at the same
time feel at peace. The port city of
Honnavar is not too distant from Goa's
southernmost point and the naval base
at Karwar. My friends and I chose to
travel there because we wanted to see
the beauty for ourselves.
The view was beyond my expectation
and was completely indulged in the
thought of how there are so many
things one has to experience in the
world far beyond those four walls of
our house. On these seas, a different
kind of life is taking place that is at
once relaxed, lazy, and incredibly
appealing. 

N O M A D I C   |   2 4
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LOOK DEEP INTO NATURE

CREDITS :  JOICY OL IV ITA P INTO
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t r a v e l  &  l i f e s t y l e

In the midst of passing by
 

“Pack your bags, let’s go for a trip,” have been some of my
favourite lines since childhood. My dad used to take us on a
family trip every year on vacations and hence my love and
passion for traveling was passed down from him.

It is something about traveling to unknown lands which has
always given me a sense of delight and joy. The urge to
explore far off places has only grown since then.

Credits: Ishita Roy

iso 25| f/1.8| 1/1000s| Nikon 3500
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I was all set with my backpack for the two-
day trip. As usual, when I got to know
about this place on the trip, I started
scrolling the internet about the place where
we all are going, where we are visiting,
and checking out the weather of
Karnataka, which cannot be predicted.
It was a one-night journey from
Bangalore. Coorg is a hill town situated at
Madikeri by the Western ghats of
Karnataka. It is famous for Raja's seat (you
can look over the forest and field of rice
from the top) waterfalls, calming floating
Cauvery River, the Dubare elephant camp,
and a Tibetan monastery / golden temple.
After COVID, coming back to college was
like a curse to all of us, so we friends
decided to go for a trip, though it was
meant for a change, it came out bliss for all
of us.
After reaching the hotel we sniff freshly
brewed coffee also at some places you can
even smell coffee in the atmosphere which
will rejuvenate your body mind and soul,
the Tibetan monastery and golden temple
the chants from the young monk made me
mesmerized and won't let me leave the
place. After which we went to
Nisargadhama park full of bamboo trees
and bamboo shoots. Then we visited the
Dubare elephant camp but due to heavy
rain, we couldn't see the elephant. Instead,
we opted to go river rafting which
completely changed my experience about
the trip and my perception of life.

Credits: Alice Olive Kujur

Credits: Ishita Roy (Car Picture)

A  T R I P  T O  R E M E M B E R
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I have travelled to almost every part of the country and one place never leaves my mind.
Goa is one of the best places and tourist destination of the country. It has been successful
in catering to its enormous crowd of tourists by giving them a taste of both Western and
Indian culture. One of the best beaches in Goa is the Paradise Beach. One cannot leave the
beach until they have played at least one game at the beach, laid down on the warm sand
under the sun, had some delicacies prepared by the locals and in short had their best times
of their lives. Travelling back to the Bengaluru, a visit to the ISKCON temple is
mandatory for every traveller. Karnataka is fil led with places to explore and visit but
Mysore, the city of kings and places cannot be missed. One has to visit the Mysore Palace
when arrived at Bengaluru even for a day or two.

BY CHAYANIKA SARMA

 Bon
Voyage
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BY CHAYANIKA SARMA
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It says life is a journey and what we see and take in is what builds us. In that journey,
another way of travel happens which opens our horizon of thoughts, provides more clarity
to travel and comes across a full circle of life. Each travel at every point in time will teach
you something which adds up to our oeuvre of experience. The places we visited, the
people we met on that journey, the laughs we had, the struggles that we went through
everything is an important part of the overall story. Each place will teach you something
and those lessons are hard to forget because they are physical experiences, we were there at
the moment when the magic happened.
I have been on journeys where I accompanied people with me who are closer to me and
more than the learning it’s the memories that made the trip more precious. On my worst
days, I get back to those magical moments of memories and with a teary eye, I try to make
peace with the fact that those moments will never come back. Every time I revisit those
memories I am that unadulterated child who was unknowingly gathering memories that
will never lose their youthfulness and all stay as young as it was.

LIFE AS A TRAVEL TO CREATE MEMORIES
Adharsh K. 
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With its diverse nature and wholesome and
adventurous energy, my trip to Goa was an
extremely elevating experience. This was my first
trip to Goa, and it had been something I had been
looking forward to for quite some time. Goa, a
popular tourist destination around the world, shines
in its rich diversity of people and experiences. 
The state of Goa spans 3702 square kilometres.
Maharashtra borders Karnataka to the north and
east and south, respectively. The Arabian Sea
borders the west coast. The coastline stretches for
101 kilometres and is home to numerous beautiful
beaches. Goa's economy is based primarily on
tourism, fishing, and mining.

Credits: Pousali Sinha
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The Wayanad region has a variety of
crops, including coffee and spice farms.
Wayanad has cool, ethereal, and
spiritual evenings. In fact, I believe it is
accurate to refer to Wayanad as a
paradise for nature lovers. The
community tourism duty is what I find
intriguing about Wayanad, in addition
to its breath-taking beauty and lush
atmosphere. Building infrastructure to
preserve the plants and environment
has been a regional effort. 

Wayanad offers its tourists a traditional
fusion of aesthetics and environment on
a plate. It should go without saying that
Wayanad is more than a place to visit; it
is a paradise in Kerala, the land of God.
Its layout provides you a variety of
experiences, including outdoor activities,
camping, ayurveda, farming, nature, and
opulent accomodations. No matter
where you stay in Wayanad, nature will
make sure to keep an eye on you. So go
ahead and spend your vacation in cool
Wayanad. 

Wayanad: 
The Green
Paradise

VOLUME II

BY ANGELA EL IZABETH BIJU
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 K U W A I T
 

K u w a i t  i s  t h e  f e e l i n g  o f  f a m i l i a r i t y ,  w a r m t h ,  a n d  h o m e  t o  m e .  W h i l e
p e o p l e  a r o u n d  m e  s p e a k  a b o u t  t h e  l a n d  o f  c u l t u r e s  –  I n d i a  w i t h  s o
m u c h  f o n d n e s s  a n d  l o v e  f o r  t h e i r  h o m e ,  K u w a i t  i s  t h e  p l a c e  t h a t  I  s e e
i n  s u c h  a  l i g h t .  T h e  p l a c e  I  b r e a t h e d  m y  f i r s t ,  c r i e d  f o r  t h e  f i r s t  t i m e ,
f e l t  p u r e  h a p p i n e s s ,  f o u n d  w a r m t h ,  a n d  f o u n d  f a m i l y .  K u w a i t ,  d e s p i t e
b e i n g  a  d e s e r t  c o u n t r y  w a s  a  p l a c e  w h e r e  I  w a s  t a u g h t ,  l e a r n e d ,
u n l e a r n e d ,  a n d  r e l e a r n e d .  H o m e  t o  m e  w a s ,  i s ,  a n d  w i l l  a l w a y s  b e
K u w a i t .
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Sakleshpur is a small town in the Indian State
of Karnataka. It is also known as Hill Station
and is a tourist attraction that is covered by
Slopes, Coffee, Cardamom, and spices. Major
cities such as Bangalore and Mangalore are
easily accessible. Sakleshpur has been
designated as one of the world's 24
biodiversity hotspots. It receives the most
rainfall in Karnataka. It is one of the must-
see destinations in Karnataka in August. The
subtropical climate and torrential rains
produce an ecosystem in which various
distinct plant and animal species thrive.
Biking through offbeat trails and narrow
roads through coffee plantations is an
experience not to be missed.
Sakleshpur is known for its beauty within
itself “it is the town filled with greenery
everywhere” which is pleasing to one’s eyes.
The climate is always Foggy, Cold, and
Rainy. It is also known as Malenadu/Malnad
as there is always rain. Sakleshpur is a
beautiful paradise that makes one's mind
fresh and happy. 

M A L E N A D U

Credits: Gowda Tanuja Ganesh 
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TRAVEL: MY TEA TO MY
THERAPY

 A R U N  K .

Travelling can never be an excuse for reality but it always compliments our daily
lives. Travelling can be our refresh button from all the stress and anxiety. We work,
we study, and we revolve around the same every day. So, taking a ride or a drive
can boost our mentality and help in relieving stress. Travelling can also help us
make new friends, having a friend whom you met during a long drive or in another
destination can be a great flex. 
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 HOGENAKKA
L FALLS 

B y  H A R I S H  K U M A R  S .

I N  S O U T H  I N D I A

If sitting by a waterfall and
listening to its soothing sound

appeals to your senses,
Hogenakkal Falls in Tamil

Nadu is an important site that
will surprise you with its
undeniable beauty. This

glittering waterfall is located
in the Dharmapuri region,

some 47 kilometers from the
city center. Hogenakkal Falls,

rightly called the geographical
marvel of Tamil Nadu, arises

from the numerous tributaries
of the Kaveri River that drop
from 15 to 65 feet in height.

Because the river Kaveri is
permanent, this fascinating
waterfall may be viewed all

year. However, the best time
to visit Hogenakkal Falls is

between October and
February, when the weather

is pleasant and ideal for taking
in the stunning views of this
popular tourist destination in

Tamil Nadu.

 
The remarkable 
 arrangement of

carbonatite rocks and 14
dazzling streams cascading
from highs and lows create

a striking sight worth
remembering.

Hogenakkal Falls, often
known as the Niagara of

India, is one of the top
sites to visit in Tamil

Nadu. The serene setting
and nice emotions make it

a great destination for
nature enthusiasts, peace
seekers, and vacationers
alike. This breathtaking
waterfall will make you

fall in love with it. So
don't forget to add it to

your wishlist!
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B A Z A A R  O F  H Y D E R A B A D

C R E D I T S :  J E S V I N  J O S E P H

This market, which opened in 1935, draws attention with its white domes, revised entrance,
magnificient clock tower, and everything it sells- vegetables, fruits, dry fruits, meat, ice
cream, perfume, and more. Then new identity, discover its history and architectural features,
and hear the tales it has to tell. Moazzam Jahi Market is located closer to Charminar and
Chowmahalla palace where the Nizams used to reside, this place was their market place and
not just for Nizams but also for all those who were from lower classes. As of the present days
it is still a market place where we get vegetables, fruits, ithar, and many more.
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ABHINAND PRASANAKUMAR
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Enjoying the sound from the drops of rain
falling on your windscreen and the drive

KATTHETH J IB IN THANKACHAN
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it Don't shoot what it looks like.
Shoot what it feels like.

A l i c e  O l i v e  K u j u r
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That was due to the vivid portrait of his
personality that my grandmother painted in
my mind with her lively, meticulous
recollections of him. And sometimes, in the
most thoughtful silence, she would reminisce
those memories that are closest to her heart,
often ending up weeping by the end of her
narration. 

F R I E N D ,  P H I L O S O P H E R ,  G U I D E

Pousali Sinha

I can't remember a single stage of my life
without my grandmother. The photos in
our shared bedroom, which show her
feeding my toothless mouth when I was a
child, reflect our close bond. She may appear
old, fat, or short, but she is still stunning. 
The number of decades she's survived in this
harsh world has filled her with so many
memories that even after spending all
twenty-three years with me, she still has
new stories to tell; several that she treasures,
and some that are indirectly meant to advise
me as teaching lessons. These memories
frequently involve her beloved husband, a
grandfather I'd never met in person but had
always known by character and spirit. 

ISO 250| f/4.0| 1/250s| NIKON D7200
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evoke
one's
personality

Gowda Tanuja Ganesh

This type of photo is taken to capture the
natural emotion and personality, the attitude
of the subject. Portrait photos can be taken in
studio settings or outside the studio. Portrait
photography conveys one's emotion.
I have taken the picture of the dancer i.e.
classical dancer portrait, the images capture
the varied expressions and emotions in one
picture is trying to convey a meaning. In
portrait photos always the expressions of the
facial part are captured rather than hands and
feet It focuses on facial expression rather than
other elements. Lightning is also an
important element for portrait photography
due the proper light image will be more clear
and appear good to the viewers.
This photography style is all about
attempting to convey a person's personality,
identity, soul, and emotions through the use
of backdrop ambience, poses, and lighting.
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Flamboyant 
Faces
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“Faces” can be many, familiar, unfamiliar,
pretty, wrinkly etc. Each face carries their
own unique styles and features. Some carry
the wrinkles of wisdom, while others flaunt
the dimples of youthfulness.

Faces and their expressions could be a way to
describe a person. Though faces don’t always
tell the truth, a genuine smile could most
definitely make someone’s day better.

ISO 25 | f1.8 | 1/1000s | Nikon 3500
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A POIGNANT STORY THAT THE FACE NARRATES
 ADHARSH K.

An image is that magical material thing that can replicate a moment as real as a human eye sees it. And
nowadays people are trying to capture things which they see around with the camera itself rather than actually
seeing it with the naked eye. But we cannot say what the camera captures is the truth, they also will have slight
distortion which hides the reality. In that thought, the kind of image that captures the absolute truth is the
portrait. A subject when they directly look at the camera irrespective of whether it is a man, woman, child,
older person, or even animal brings a certain kind of honesty and truth. No human face is perfect and each of
them has slight imperfections which make it unique. Capturing those imperfections with at most sincerity
without diluting them with any external element can narrate a story with impact. For example, wrinkles on
one’s face show his whole journey in a nutshell and the gamut of experience that he collected over the years. A
deep look into each of the elements makes it poignant. More details take it more toward purity. The texture,
color of the skin, shape, and size of each part of the face just keep adding layers of beauty.

ISO 3200 | f/4.5 | 1/60s | Canon EOS 3000D Page 39



 I can't really say that I don't occasionally get
lost. But you must not allow your virtual life to
overpower your chapter in real life. People are so
loft in their thoughts these days that they forget
to see what the nature around has for them. One
has forgot how to enjoy the surroundings around
them as the invention of mobile phone are to be
blamed for. The automatism of mind has made
us feel lethargic to even think of what we are
doing at that point of time. Thus, one should
know to control their perceptions, thoughts,
attitudes, feelings, emotions and perspectives to
manifest the reality.

The term "life" has numerous meanings and
connotations. Saw this man sitting beside
the streets, selling fruits. My eyes caught his
attention as he was constantly trying to
look over something and almost felt like he
was lost in his own world of thoughts. One
thing that struck to me when I noticed this
man was that we all often get lost in our
own thoughts. In a split second we do land
in a different world leaving the one we are
present in. These thoughts are an escape for
an individual to leave all their troubles aside
for a second and enjoy their dream land at
that moment where everything seems
perfect. 

Getting
Lost In
Thoughts

Credits: Joicy Olvita PintoISO 400 | f 5.6|  1/40 | Canon Sx430

ISO 400 | f 5.6 | 1/50 s | Canon Sx430 IS
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TELL ME ABOUT YOUR
GREYS AND BLUES

A portrait is any artistic representation of a person in which the
subject's face and facial emotions are the main focus. Each portrait
reveals a story. Every human walks a different path despite being next
to each other. In every photograph taken, each person speaks about
the path they have walked through, the hardships they’ve faced, and
the joys they had. It conveys a type of emotion.
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Sometimes, emotions might be mysterious. Who hasn't, after all, experienced a sudden, out-of-
control wrath or a depressing feeling for no apparent reason? People frequently categorise
emotions as "good" or "bad" based on whether they are pleasant or unpleasant: Joy is good,
while rage is evil. However, a lot of emotion researchers think that emotions, whether they are
pleasant or unpleasant, are beneficial and adaptive, giving us essential information about the
world around us. In other words, even negative emotions have a positive side. People strive to
attain happiness, yet different people have different definitions of what it is. The majority of
individuals often refer to their current mood or a broader sense of how they feel about life in
general when they discuss what happiness really is.
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ROLLER COASTER
OF EMOTIONS
ROLLER COASTER
OF EMOTIONS
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I COULD SEE A PHASE IN

YOUR EYES
C R E D I T S :  A R U N  K .

ISO 1600 | f/5.6 | 1/200 | Canon 3000D
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As we know how the tongue hides the
truth but our eyes never lie, we can see an
entire phase of a person by just looking at
their eyes. We know their struggles, their
hard work, and their emotions just by a
glance. We all have phases and attributes
that we try to hide but once we realize the
main purpose of our existence we tend to
implement it even more. 
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ISO 800 | f/5.6 | 1/100 | Canon 3000D
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Faces are insignificant. Faces are units of indifference. Faces are vague. Many will not
agree with me on this, but to me faces do not hold a special place but the person behind it
does. The human mind is a funny thing and always full of bizarre unexplainable thoughts.
It scans through everyday lives of each person. It is not capable of remembering every face
while a person travels continuously. But when I rest my mind and attend to my slumber at
night, I tend to get visions of the day and glimpses of people I have met and conversed
throughout the day. And to my surprise, certain unknown faces lock in my mind. Their
significance is none in my life, but they still get locked in my unconscious irrespective of
their role. Faces are insignificant, but the mind makes them special.

F a c e s  o f
e v e r y d a y

C H A Y A N I K A  S A R M A

ISO 500| f 18| 1/60s| Canon EOS 3000D

ISO 800 | f 27 | 1/60s | Canon EOS 3000D

ISO 200| f 18| 1/60s| Canon EOS 3000D
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t h r o u g h
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Animals, like humans, have their own traits and
characteristics that set them apart. Some have big noses
and ears; some have long tongues. Some are very hairy,
while others have velvety soft bodies. Like human
portraits, a good portrait of an animal highlights these
unique characteristics and gives us a glimpse of its nature.
You may be able to train a dog or cat, but you can't ask a
wild animal to pose and say "cheese." Animals that are
accustomed to the presence of humans may exhibit blank
facial expressions or strange reactions when talking or
gesturing. But for animals you can't get close to, you
have no choice but to wait until the pose is decided.
Understanding and anticipating his behavior is one of his
ways of simplifying things. But other than that, patience
is the answer.
Needless to say, animals will not be groomed, powdered,
and well-attired. It is their raw appeal that makes them so
beautiful. Features like large or dark eyes, vibrant colors,
or the texture of their fur contribute to their appearance.

H A R I S H  K U M A R  S .
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I think that one aspect of my life—the love of my parents—is overlooked.
They were overjoyed when I was born and believed I was the greatest gift
from God. They believed that I represented their life after them. They had
hope when I was born. However, I believe that they should love me
because it is in their nature to do so. But there are several people who don't
have this privilege. But its always hard to tell because its well hidden
behind their smile. An act of almsgiving would give hope on humanity.
humanity exist through almsgiving.

UNNOTICED
EMOTIONS

J E S V I N  J O S E P H
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“When you take a photograph of someone, you
take a portrait of their soul”
                                                   -Winna Efendi

K A T T H E T H  J I B I N  T H A N K A C H A N
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A B H I N A N D  P R A S A N A K U M A R
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